
Brackets

The World’s First

Invisible
Motorised In-Wall Bracket

INTRODUCING...

Experience the ultimate in motorised minimalism. The 

Motorised In-Wall Bracket is hidden inside the wall, 

with only the two brushed stainless steel dress plates 

visible. It provides the elegance and space saving of a 

fixed wall bracket, but with 500mm of motorised height 

adjustment.

For fixed installations, the CommBox Motorised 

Wall Bracket is the ideal partner to your 

CommBox Interactive or Display (up to 90”). With 

it’s low profile floor-mount base and full range 

of height adjustment, it brings peace of mind 

in safety, broadens installation applications and 

creates a neat and tidy installation.

Exoskeleton Motorised 

Wall Bracket
Complement your CommBox 

Interactive or Display up to 90” 

with our stylish motorised stand. 

Featuring Mini PC mounting holes, a 

tidy cable management solution and 

laptop shelf. 

Motorised Stand

Electrically raise and lower your 

screen and manually adjust the tilt 

angle. Can tilt into table top. Suitable 

for screens up to 80” in both 

Interactive and Display. 

A robust trolley that allows you to 

raise and lower the screen as well 

as tilt into a flat table top. Suitable for 

screens up to 80” in both Interactive 

and Display. Specifically designed to 

easily manoeuvre through door ways. 

Tilt Trolley Manual Tilt Trolley

Stands

The MoCoW Tilt Trolley can not only 

raise and lower the screen but also 

tilt, with the ability to tilt completely 

flat as a table top. With a black satin 

finish, the curved base provides a 

small floorspace footprint and the 

six high quality castors move easily 

across various floor coverings.

MoCoW Tilt Stand

The MoCow Movable Stand is both 

functional and aesthically attractive  

with 3 different mounting options, 

curved handles for maneouvering and 

a black satin finish. The curved base 

provides a small floorspace footprint 

and the 6 high quality castors move 

easily across various floor coverings. 

MoCoW Moveable Stand

All the features of the MoCoW 

Movable Stand, including curved 

handles, three mounting positions 

and a black satin finish, the MoCoW 

Motorised stand has the additional 

power to both raise and lower the 

screen. 

MoCoW Motorised Stand

Understatedly stylish 

fixed height mobile 

stand with pen shelf.

Fits 55″ – 86″ 

touchscreens & 

 displays.

elegance
Fixed Mobile Stand


